Rotating Categories

To help you plan ahead, we have released this list of rotating categories we hope to feature soon!

We can’t guarantee when we will do these pickups so make sure to check your pickup calendar!

- Car seats (expired)
- Latex paint
- Electronics
- Eyeglasses
- Bras
- Books
- Halloween candy
- Holiday lights
- Kitchenware
- Loose diapers
- Kid’s clothes
- Winter/summer wear
- Kid’s toys
- Pet toys & supplies
- Styrofoam peanuts

- Jewelry
- Wine corks
- Canned and packaged foods
- Formal wear
- Musical instruments
- School and office supplies
- Birthday decorations
- Wrapping paper
- Tennis balls
- Plant/gardening containers
- Loose legos

Questions or ideas? Email us at help@getridwell.com